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Abstract: In this  paper we extend our recent results for quantum teleportation of single qubit 
pure information state using non-maximally entangled  pure state resource  [Quantum Inf Process, 
11 (2012) 1251] to the case of a general mixed information state and mixed Werner states 
resource. Fidelity is found dependent on information state in general. We minimize it over all 
possible information states and maximize it over possible unitary transformations which can be 
done by the receiver to obtain a value dependent on purity of information state and mixing 
parameter of Werner states. For pure information state, this value of fidelity is independent of 
information and for mixed information states it is less than unity even for perfect entangled 
resource. The latter result is in contrast to the case of pure states.  
Introduction:  
Quantum Entanglement is the main resource in Quantum Information Processing (QIP). 
Entangled system divided into two parts enables teleportation of quantum information of an 
unknown quantum state to a remote place while the original state is destroyed. In 1993, first time 
Bennett et al. [1] proposed a scheme for the quantum teleportation (QT) of an unknown quantum 
state of a single qubit from a sender (say, Alice) to a receiver (say, Bob) using an Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) channel having perfectly entangled two qubit state and a classical 
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channel. Two entangled qubits are shared between Alice and Bob. Alice performs Bell-State 
Measurement (BSM) on her two particles and communicates this BSM result to Bob through a 
classical channel. Bob performs a unitary transformation, dependent on result of BSM received 
from Alice and Bob’s particles are converted to information state. This type of QT, known as 
standard quantum teleportation (SQT) is regarded as one of the most spectacular and interesting 
achievements in quantum theory due to its important applications in quantum computation and 
quantum communication. QT has been seen experimentally [2-4] by a number of authors. In all 
these experiments, however, the information is a single photon and standard bi-photonic 
entangled states (SBES) have been used. This however had a disadvantage in that complete BSM 
is not possible using only linear optics. 
Another scheme using superposed coherent states (SCS) as information and entangled 
coherent states (ECS) as quantum resource was proposed by van Enk Hirota [5]. This had 
advantage of greater robustness against decoherence compared to the SBES. Van Enk and Hirota 
obtained fidelity dependent on information. The authors discussed average fidelity (average over 
information) and obtained success 1/2. Prakash et al. [6] modified this scheme for almost perfect 
success. These authors also used the concept of “Minimum Assured Fidelity (MASFI)” the 
minimum of fidelity against all possible information for information dependent fidelity. 
 SQT can be made more secure by involving other players in the game using entangled 
state of more than two qubits [7-13]. This has been known as controlled QT. SQT has also been 
generalized for teleportation of larger number of qubits [14-25]. 
Key to QT is the phenomenon of entanglement. If the quantum channel is maximally 
entangled, the quantum state is perfectly reproduced at Bob’s location and the fidelity of the 
teleportation is unity. However, in the real world, the quantum channel lies in a noisy 
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environment, which degrades entanglement of the channel. This is expected to reduce the 
fidelity.  
The Bell states are maximally entangled states (MES). Hill and Wooters [26] defined a 
magic basis involving states differing from Bell states by a phase at the maximum. For an 
arbitrary non-maximally entangled state (NMES) as resource state, its concurrence [26-27] could 
be expressed in terms of sum of square of coefficients in its expansion in magic basis [26]. Use 
of magic basis and NMES for 3 qubits resource was studied by Prakash and Maurya [28]. The 
present authors [29] have shown that such a magic basis is not obtained for entangled states of 
2N qubits with N>1.  
Agrawal and Pati [30-31] studied probabilistic QT using NMES as resource. Prakash 
et.al.[32] used four partite NMES involving ECS for CQT of SCS information. The present 
authors [33] studied methodically use of pure NME states as resource in QT of pure single qubit 
information state and found that fidelity depends on information as well as the resource state in a 
complicated way. MASFI was seen to have a simple relationship, MASFI = 2C/(1+C), with 
concurrence C and clearly it increases monotonically with C.  Behavior of minimum average 
fidelity (MAVFI) was however complicated. Prakash  and Mishra [34] reported an interesting 
study of QT with NME coherent states and showed that substantialy increased MASFI and 
MAVFI could be obtained by reducing the concurrence. 
Study of information and resource states as mixed state is more realistic as pure states get 
converted to mixed state by interaction with environment. In this paper we extend our recent 
results for pure information and resource states [33] to the case of mixed states. The theory of 
entanglement of mixed-state is more complicated and less well understood than that of pure 
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state. We consider a Werner-Like mixed state as resource. Werner described a mixed state, 
called Werner state [35], which can be expressed as I)1(
4
1
W
   , 10  . It 
consists of a mixture of pure singlet state   ]1001[
2
1
  , a maximally entangled state, 
with probability ε ( 10  ) and a fully mixed state with probability 1-ε. The concurrence of this 
Werner state is given by  2/)13(,0max  C . The Werner state is pure only when 1 . 
Depending on the singlet weight ε, Werner states may be entangled (
3
1
 ) or separable (
3
1
 ). 
This definition can be generalized to include other states of two qubits [36-37] in place of the 
singlet state  , giving I)1(
4
1
MM
W
  , 10  ,where  M  is any two-qubit 
maximally entangled states. These states are called Werner-like states and are important in 
quantum information theory.  
Quantum Teleportation of Mixed Single Qubit Information state using Werner  State 
Consider most general single qubit information state given by  
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with  0 ,  20  and 10   . Parameter γ defines the purity of the information state 
and the value γ=1 corresponds to pure information state. For arbitrary information state of a 
given purity one can vary α and β keeping γ constant.  
Consider the Werner-like state [36-37] of two qubits is given by  

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 
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 I
4
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, 10        (3) 
where ]1100[
2
1
 . The two qubits are found entangled for ε > 1/3 and the concurrence 
is given by  2/)13(,0max  C . Composite state containing qubit 1 of information state and 
qubits 2 & 3 in the Werner state can be described by the density operator  
)3,2()1()3,2,1(
WIc
  .      (4) 
Let the first two qubits (1& 2) go to the sender, Alice and the remaining qubit (3) to the receiver, 
Bob.  
Later calculation of fidelity involving traces of products of density operators over states 
of given qubits become simple if one uses the operators 
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because the only nonzero traces of products of two such operators are 
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In terms of these operators, the information state of single qubit and resource Werner 
state of two qubits can be written as  
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If Alice’s BSM result is
r
B , then, the state that reaches to Bob will be  
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It may be noted here that we can write †
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with  0 ,   0,,0  and  20  , the fidelity in each case of Alice’s BSM 
results would be  
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If we minimize F given in Eq.(15) against α & β and maximize against  ,,  we get   
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at )2/,,0(,)2/,0,0(),,(   . We note that the MASFI is not 1 even if ε=1 at which the 
Werner states are maximally entangled. This behavior is in contrast with the behavior of pure 
information states [33] which gives perfect QT if the quantum resource is maximally entangled. 
We also note that if 0 is taken, for pure information states, fidelity F does not depend on 
information state. This is also in contrast with the case of general pure entangled state resource. 
For 1 (pure information states), the MASFI is (1+ε)/2. Variation of MASFI with parameters γ 
and ε is shown in fig.(1).  
 
Fig. (1): variation of minimum assured fidelity (MASFI) with parameters γ and ε. 
For general mixed information state, the maximum possible value of fidelity is  
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obtained at ),,0(),0,,0(),,0,0(),0,0,0(),,(   . If one studies average of F over information 
state [5] and maximizes with respect to  ,,  and ψ , the angles involved in unitary 
transformation, the result is   
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at )0,0(),(  . Clearly, MASFI ≤ Fav.max≤ Fmax. For pure information all three fidelities are 
identical and equal to (1+ε)/2, which is obvious from the fact that F ceases to depend on 
information when θ = ϕ = 0 is taken. It should be noted that if Alice does nothing and Bob 
chooses his unitary transformation randomly the average fidelity is 1/2 because for any randomly 
chosen state average probability of this state being in input state or in a state orthogonal to input 
state are equal. 
MASFI is seen ≥1/2 for all values of γ and ε. We note that Fav.max is greater than classical 
fidelity (i.e., 
3
2
F
max.av
  ) for  3/1)21( 12    , for which the Werner state is entangled with   
concurrence  C = max{0, (3ε-1)/2}. However, this behavior is not shared by MASFI which is 
≥2/3 only if ε ≥ (3γ2)-1 i.e., 2/)1(C 2  . MASFI is also ≥1/2 for all values of ε and γ. We note 
that Fav.max is ≥1/2 for all cases of ε and γ. Behavior of Fav.max is shown in Fig.(2). 
We study the difference of MASFI and Fav.max against ε and γ.  From Eq.(15) and (17) we 
see that 0)1(
6
1
MASFIF 2
max.av
  , in general, the difference being zero at ε = 0 or at γ = 
1. This difference increases with ε and decreases with γ. Thus, this variation is larger for lesser 
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purity and for larger concurrence. The variation of Fav.max - MASFI against γ and ε is shown in 
Fig. (3). 
 
Fig. (2): variation of maximal average fidelity with parameters γ and ε. 
 
 
Fig. (3): The plot of difference between Fav.max and MASFI against γ and ε. 
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